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Abstract

Face verification aims to distinguish between genuine
and imposter pairs of faces, which include the same or dif-
ferent identities, respectively. The performance reported in
recent years gives the impression that the task is practically
solved. Here, we revisit the problem and argue that exist-
ing evaluation datasets were built using two oversimplifying
design choices. First, the usual identity selection to form
imposter pairs is not challenging enough because, in prac-
tice, verification is needed to detect challenging imposters.
Second, the underlying demographics of existing datasets
are often insufficient to account for the wide diversity of
facial characteristics of people from across the world. To
mitigate these limitations, we introduce the FaV CI2D
dataset. Imposter pairs are challenging because they in-
clude visually similar faces selected from a large pool of
demographically diversified identities. The dataset also in-
cludes metadata related to gender, country and age to facil-
itate fine-grained analysis of results. FaV CI2D is gener-
ated from freely distributable resources. Experiments with
state-of-the-art deep models that provide nearly 100% per-
formance on existing datasets show a significant perfor-
mance drop for FaV CI2D, confirming our starting hy-
pothesis. Equally important, we analyze legal and eth-
ical challenges which appeared in recent years and hin-
dered the development of face analysis research. We intro-
duce a series of design choices which address these chal-
lenges and make the dataset constitution and usage more
sustainable and fairer. FaV CI2D is available at https:
//github.com/AIMultimediaLab/FaVCI2D-F
ace-Verification-with-Challenging-Impo
sters-and-Diversified-Demographics.

1. Introduction

Face verification (FV) is deployed in applications such
as biometrics [8, 20], social media information structur-
ing [16] or classical media archive organization [5]. Per-
formance has strongly progressed in recent years due to the
introduction of deep learning techniques [23, 40]. Results

reported for public datasets collected from heterogeneous
sources, such as LFW [21], IJB-C [24], MegaFace [19] or
TrillionPairs [3], are getting very close to 100% accuracy.

We find that such performance is misleading due to two
design choices made when building existing face verifica-
tion datasets. Following [27] and [36], we hypothesize that
the usual random selection of identities for imposter pairs
makes the verification process too easy. Challenging im-
poster pairs in FaV CI2D are created by using a deep face
recognition model to get visually similar imposters. Then,
a manual verification is done to ensure that the two iden-
tities are actually different. Challenging genuine pairs are
equally interesting to test the limits of verification systems.
They are created by asking annotators to select images of
the same identity which are visually different.

A second problem is the scale of the pool of imposters
and the fairness of the face verification process. Imposter
pool size is not central for the random selection of imposters
if the pool is not too low. This parameter becomes impor-
tant for challenging imposters since the dataset should con-
tain faces with similar demographics for each target iden-
tity. Diversified and balanced demographic distribution of
imposters is equally central to ensure a fair verification pro-
cess [12]. If imposter demographics is imbalanced, a bias
that is inverse compared to face recognition appears. A
larger imposter pool from a given demographic split makes
the verification process more challenging. The more im-
posters there are, the larger the chances of finding a similar
one for a target identity. Note that scale was addressed in
MegaFace [19] or DiF [25], while fairness was only par-
tially addressed in smaller datasets such as FairFace [18]
or BFW [29]. FaV CI2D addresses these technical chal-
lenges. Imposter pairs are challenging because they include
visually similar faces selected from a large pool of diversi-
fied identities. The dataset also includes demographic meta-
data to facilitate fine-grained analysis of results.

Legal and ethical aspects are central in face verification
because the task deals with sensitive information related
to subjects’ identity. Ignoring or minimizing such aspects
probably contributed to the withdrawal of datasets [34],



such as MS-CELEB1M [14], MegaFace [19] and DiF [25].
Legal criteria were considered during the constitution of
FaV CI2D, notably in terms of enforcing copyright, per-
sonal data protection, and image rights. Reuse requirements
are tackled by exploiting only resources which are released
under suitable licenses. Data protection regulations are dif-
ferent across the world. A recent comparison between the
US, the EU and China’s approaches to data protection [26]
concludes that the highest level of protection is offered by
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [2]. This
is particularly the case for sensitive data, such as faces.
Consequently, the latter regulation should be taken into ac-
count when building face-related datasets. Ethical aspects
are also key in order for face verification and recognition
to be developed in a socially acceptable way. Some of the
concerns that have been voiced address:

• Unlawful and/or unethical dataset collection [15] with
problems such as: disclosure of the names of the per-
sons, inclusion of copyrighted images and insufficient
handling of consent, especially for children.

• Bias against demographic categories, such as gender,
age or origin [6, 18, 29, 36]. This is notably an effect
of a strongly imbalanced collection of the face recog-
nition datasets used to create deep models.

• Banning face recognition for law enforcement [11] and
surveillance [10, 13]. These initiatives are part of a
larger debate regarding risks related to AI technolo-
gies. The raised objections should be carefully con-
sidered both from technical and legal perspectives to
improve the acceptability of face-related technologies.

Our work is informed by these concerns and effort is de-
voted to addressing them. During dataset design, we put
focus on: (1) compliance with legal requirements, (2) data
minimization by storing only information necessary to ful-
fill the task, and (3) reducing demographic imbalance to en-
sure a fair analysis of demographic segments. Note that
FaV CI2D is built for face verification and, given the re-
duced number of faces per identity and anonymization of
its identities, would be of no use to build recognition mod-
els directly. FaV CI2D could be used during the construc-
tion of future recognition datasets to better calibrate them in
terms of demographic representativity. It is also noteworthy
that, while the focus is put on security-related applications,
face verification is useful in a range of other contexts. For
instance, is increasingly used to organize large multimedia
collections and thus improve access to their content [16, 5].

2. Analysis of Face Verification Datasets

Verification performance reported on widely-used
datasets, such as LFW [21], IJB-C [24], MegaFace [19], is
close to 100%. Such performance suggests that the task is
solved or nearly so. However, the authors of [36] show that

if challenging imposter pairs are introduced in face verifi-
cation, performance drops significantly. This design choice
makes face verification more realistic, and we build upon it
in our work. Given the sensitiveness of the task, much at-
tention was given recently to different biases. The influence
of gender, age, and ethnic origin was discussed, among oth-
ers, in [6, 18, 29, 36] and should be carefully considered.
With [32], we note that non-demographic factors also intro-
duce biases in face verification and deserve investigation.

2.1. Face Verification Design Criteria

We analyze datasets taking into account technical, legal
and ethical aspects. We propose the following technical
characteristics for a sound design of verification datasets:

• T1: Development should be guided by real-life usage
of this technology. The inclusion of hard genuine and
imposter pairs (T1.1 and T1.2, respectively) is impor-
tant to challenge the evaluated deep representations.

• T2: The number of identities (T2.1) and of images
(T2.2) should be large enough to approximate large-
scale face verification systems.

• T3: A balanced spread of identities in terms of demo-
graphic factors such as gender (T3.1), geographic ori-
gin (T3.2) and age (T3.3) should be achieved.

• T4: Datasets should include identities which are repre-
sentative for the general population, notable1 or not.

We devise the following legal or ethical characteristics:
• L1: FV datasets should be built on top of resources

whose licenses allow reuse and modification. The use
of other raw data was shown to be problematic in the
long run and led to the withdrawal of some datasets.

• L2: Compliance with data protection regulations is
needed for a lawful distribution and usage of the
dataset. A comparative analysis of data protection
laws [26] concludes that the EU’s GDPR offers the
highest level of protection for sensitive data. Art. 9
forbids the processing of such data, with exceptions
for research in art 9.2(j) if proportionality with the aim
pursued is established as described in art. 89.

• L3: Compliance with other privacy laws, particularly
with the image rights applicable in countries such as
Canada, Belgium, France, or Spain. This right ba-
sically forbids the distribution of images that include
recognizable faces. An exception is made for public
figures when they appear in a professional capacity.

• L4: Sustainability of the dataset is crucial for its fu-
ture use. Some of the datasets were withdrawn because
they generated strong debates about their adherence to
legal and ethical standards [15].

The simultaneous optimization of all technical and legal
criteria is difficult, if not impossible. For instance, it is de-

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notabi
lity (people)



Dataset
LFW

[21]
Y TF
[37]

IJB − C
[24]

MegaFace
[19]

Trillion
Pairs [3]

DiF
[25]

FairFace
[18]

RFW
[36]

IJB − Cext
[1]

FaV CI2D
(proposed)

T1.1 genuine random random random random random random random challenging random challenging
T1.2 imposter random random random random random random random challenging random challenging

T2.1 unique IDs 5,749 1,595 3,531
530

+distractors
5,749

+distractors NK NK 3,000 6,139
12,468

+distractors
T2.2 total images 13,233 621,000 31,334 1,000,000 1,580,000 1,000,000 108,501 1,000 152,917 64,879
T3.1 gender (F/M) 22.5/77.5 NK 37.3/62.7 41.1/58.9 22.5/77.5 48/52 50/50 35/65 38.5/61.5 44/56

T3.2 origin race
imbal.

race
imbal.

race
imbal.

race
imbal.

race
imbal.

skin color
imbal.

race
bal.

race
bal.

skin color
imbal.

country
imbal.

T3.3 age NK NK estimated NK estimated estimated estimated estimated actual actual
T4 ID type notable notable notable any notable any any notable notable notable
L1 reusable no no yes yes no yes yes no yes yes
L2 privacy no no no no no no no no no yes

L3 image rights yes no yes no no no no yes yes yes
L4 sustainability yes yes yes no yes no yes yes yes yes

Table 1. Overview of face verification datasets according to desirable characteristics. Genuine (T1.1) and imposter pairs (T1.2) are either
random or challenging. Counts are provided for unique IDs (T2.1) and for images (T2.2), with distractors mentioned where used. Gender
(T3.1) is the proportion of female/male images. Origin (T3.2) is given using race, skin color or country. Origin-related imbalance is
mentioned. Age (T3.3) is estimated manually or automatically or actual when the photo was taken. ID type (T4) is either notable or any.
Legal and ethical characteristics (L1 - L4) are described using yes/no . NK stands for “not known” when information was unavailable.

sirable to have a large number of identities in the dataset
(T2). However, the availability of identity images varies
for factors such as gender and geographic origin [35]. This
factor limits fairness in terms of geographic spread (T3 is
targeted). Equally important, the total number of available
images (T2) is larger than that of reusable images (L1) but
the use of copyrighted images is risky. We make the best
effort to fulfill as many criteria as possible.

In Table 1, we analyze nine existing FV datasets and
FaV CI2D. We include technical and legal/ethical char-
acteristics, which we deem important for sustainable and
uncontroversial use of datasets. Controversies have nega-
tive impact on the public perception of face verification and
recognition and ultimately hinder their development.

2.2. Analysis of Technical Criteria

The first two characteristics compared in Table 1 refer
to the way genuine and imposter pairs are created (T1.1 and
T1.2, respectively). As we mentioned, these criteria are im-
portant to ensure a realistic evaluation of face verification.
Challenging pairs are useful because verification in difficult
conditions indicates how resilient the process is. Given the
very high level of performance reported on existing datasets
such as LFW [21], IJB-C [24] or IJB − Cext [1], we es-
timate that the use of challenging genuine pairs is prefer-
able to better compare the tested features. The use of chal-
lenging imposter pairs creates a deception-oriented scenario
in which each imposter pair attempts to fool the verifi-
cation system. We compare challenging and random im-
posters to point out differences between them. Note that
only RFW [36] and FaV CI2D include challenging gen-
uine/imposter pairs which are created using visual similar-
ities between IDs. A related problem is that of the amount
of curation applied to the included faces. Biometric ver-
ification works with a curated target (for instance, an ID

photo) and a non-curated query image. Other scenarios,
such as verification in media archives or in social media,
require verification in absence of curation since images in a
pair come from uncontrolled sources. Similarly to all recent
datasets analyzed here, FaV CI2D includes non-curated
images. The dataset is thus best fitted for usage for the sec-
ond type of scenarios which gained a lot of traction.

The number of unique IDs (T2.1) used as probe is an-
other important criterion insofar it enables a thorough eval-
uation. Existing datasets include thousands of identities to
form genuine pairs. FaV CI2D has the highest number of
unique IDs (12,468) among the datasets for which this num-
ber is known. MegaFace [19] and Trillion Pairs [3] also
include distractors to form a large number of diversified im-
poster pairs, as does FaV CI2D. However, since selection
is random for MegaFace and Trillion Pairs, the utility of
using many distractors and a very large number of pairs is
questionable. It would have been possible to further expand
FaV CI2D but at the price of increasing demographic im-
balance, which is one of the main criticisms associated with
existing datasets [6, 18, 29]. The limitation comes from the
number of notable persons belonging to underrepresented
demographic segments, such as women from African coun-
tries. This limitation is particularly strong when searching
for pairs of representative and reusable images. Ongoing
projects such as ”Wiki loves women”2 aim to reduce the
demographic imbalance in Wikipedia. We will later release
revised versions of the dataset to reflect such changes. The
effect of the number of unique imposter IDs and of the num-
ber of unique IDs is evaluated in the experimental section.

The total number of images (T2.2) varies a lot across
datasets. Megaface and Trillion Pairs include the highest
number of images since they exploit a very large number

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiPr
oject Wiki Loves Women



of distractors. Y TF [37] was built from videos and it was
easy to generate a large number of frames. FaV CI2D has
fewer images because we choose to use only two images per
ID to form genuine pairs and one image for imposter IDs.
This choice is made to enforce data minimization (see L∈).

Gender distribution (T3.1) is a known problem in face
verification and recognition [6]. LFW, IJB-C, MegaFace,
Trillion Pairs, RFW, and IJB − Cext are strongly imbal-
anced. Efforts toward gender parity were made for DiF
and FairFace. In FaV CI2D, we wanted to diversify geo-
graphic spread and were able to achieve balance for Asia,
America and Europe. Unfortunately, reusable data was
scarce for Africa. We chose to match the number of IDs
of African origins with those from other regions at the ex-
pense of strict gender parity for this region.

Origin (T3.2) is another highly sensitive criterion for
which it is difficult to propose an objective and uncontro-
versial segmentation. A majority of datasets use the notion
of race to group people on this criterion. However, the con-
cept of race is, to say the least, controversial [22]. Its use
has also strongly contributed to the controversies which led
to the withdrawal of face recognition datasets [34]. Follow-
ing [1] and [25], we decided to discard it in FaV CI2D.
Skin color [25] is more objective than race but we decided
against its use since: (1) the same skin tone can characterize
people of different origins or polyethnic combinations, (2) it
can greatly vary due to the conditions in which a photo was
taken and, more anecdotally, to tanning. Instead, we group
people by their country of origin. We acknowledge that this
segmentation is equally imperfect because: (1) many coun-
tries have borders that do not correspond one-to-one to eth-
nic groups, (2) some people have multiple citizenship, and
(3) a large part of people are polyethnic. However, this cri-
terion is objective and less likely to lead to controversies
than race or its approximation via skin color.

Age is the third important demographic criterion (T3.3)
which should be tested in face verification. Some
datasets have no age-related information, e.g., LFW, YTF,
MegaFace, while others estimate it automatically, e.g., DiF,
FairFace, RFW. Following [1], we decided to use the actual
age of the persons when they were photographed. Since not
all images have time-related metadata associated to them,
we build subset of FaV CI2D to estimate the effect of age.

The type of IDs included (T4) is another important crite-
rion. While appealing, the use of faces of ”common” people
is legally and ethically difficult. Explicit consent would be
needed from each person included for GDPR-compliance.
Such a constraint is highly impractical at a large scale but
it can be waived for notable persons (see L2 and L3 be-
low). Ethical challenges are equally strong because the in-
clusion of identities other than notable led to the withdrawal
of DiF [25] and MegaFace [19]. The type of included
IDs should therefore be carefully considered during dataset

design to ensure sustainable exploitation. One interesting
question that appears is whether the facial characteristics
of notable persons are different from those of other people
and thus affect the representativity of verification results.
Compared to existing datasets, the proposed demographic
diversification reduces the probability for the retained sam-
ple faces to be different from the general population.

2.3. Analysis of Legal and Ethical Criteria

The type of license associated with the images (L1)
is a first important legal criterion. The inclusion of
copyrighted images contributed to the withdrawal of MS-
CELEB1M [34] but datasets derived from it, including Tril-
lion Pairs and RFW, are still distributed. We note that a
majority of analyzed datasets were created from reusable
content. Access to FaV CI2D will be granted only after
the signature of a contract which will specify the rights and
obligations of the users, notably concerning exclusive use
for scientific research purposes.

Data protection (L2) should be enforced when working
with sensitive data such as faces. Notably, data minimiza-
tion stipulates that resources should only include informa-
tion needed to carry out a technical task in a sound way. Re-
dundant information is included in most analyzed datasets.
For instance, not all ID images from LFW are used to create
pairs. FaV CI2D complies with GDPR requirements on
sensitive data because it is designed for research purposes
(art. 9(j)). It instantiates data minimization (art. 89.1) by:
(1) storing two images per identity which is the minimum
quantity needed to perform verification, (2) removing the
names of the persons from the dataset, (3) ensuring that all
demographic segments include a sufficient number of iden-
tities. The following data-related rights are implemented
to comply with art. 89.2: right to access (art. 15), right
to rectification (art. 16), right to restriction of processing
(art. 18) and right to object (art. 21). A Web form through
which any of the persons included in the dataset can require
the expression of their rights will be made available. The
proposed data protection measures establish proportionality
between the proposed usage of data and the rights of the
data subjects. To our knowledge, there is no publicly avail-
able legal analysis of GDPR compliance for face-related
datasets. However, the proposed measures are in line with
the recommendations made for the processing of genetic
data [31], which also fall in the sensitive category defined
by GDPR in art. 9.

Image rights (L3) are respected if only notable people
in public situations are included. The repurposing of large
datasets, such as YFCC100M [33], led to the creation of
MegaFace, DiF and FairFace. While technically tempting,
it is legally challenging in a range of countries. For instance,
the inclusion of childrens’ faces in MegaFace, underlined
in [15], is problematic. To be on the safe side, no children’s



faces were used in FaV CI2D. The use of Wikipedia im-
ages minimizes the risk of including photos taken in private
contexts, but a manual verification of the photos was still
performed to exclude this risk.

Last but not least, sustainability (L4) is a core criterion
for dataset usefulness. MegaFace and DiF were already
withdrawn and Trillion Pairs, FairFace or RFW might be
next due to public pressure. The set of measures presented
above should ensure long-term availability of FaV CI2D.

3. Proposed Dataset
3.1. Identity selection and processing

The first step of the data collection is to create a list of di-
versified identities with metadata associated to them. Simi-
larly to existing face recognition or verification datasets [7,
14, 21], FaV CI2D includes notable people. Differently
from them, we aim to create a demographically diversified
dataset by systematically exploiting metadata.

Identities are selected using a series of filters associated
to demographic factors. The first filter is related to age.
Only articles which are categorized under “Y Y Y Y births”
in Wikipedia are kept, with 1920 ≤ Y Y Y Y ≤ 2000. The
first bound is set to cover a wide variety of ages, while the
second is used to avoid including images of children.

Geographical spread is the second filter used. Wikipedia
entries are biased toward Western European, North Amer-
ican and other populous countries such as India and
Japan [28]. This bias is reduced by imposing a maxi-
mum number of 10,000 entries per country for inclusion in
FaV CI2D. Country names and associated demonyms for
183 countries are first searched in the article categories. If
several of them occur, the one with the maximum count in
the entire article is retained. We checked country attribu-
tions for 500 identities and they were 99.4% accurate.

Gender balance is targeted at the regional scale (Africa,
America, Asia and Europe). This choice limits the to-
tal number of identities available in the dataset because
Wikipedia exhibits a strong bias toward mens’ biogra-
phies [35]. A classifier derived from [4], which counts the
occurrences of the third-person singular feminine (she, her)
and masculine (he, him, his) pronouns, is applied. The au-
thors of [4] report 100% accuracy and a verification of 500
identities from FaV CI2D confirms their conclusion.

3.2. Image collection

The Bing Images search engine is used to download im-
ages for Wikipedia entries selected as described above. A
first download includes up to 150 images per identity with-
out license-related restriction. This image set is used to cre-
ate a visual representation of identities used only for pairs
validation, as described below. A second download col-
lects up to 10 images with a reusable license per identity.

Photo metadata are exploited to estimate the age of the can-
didate faces. If EXIF data are available, the date when the
photo was taken is exploited. Otherwise, year mentions are
searched in URLs, photo titles and the HTML ALT descrip-
tions. Age is computed as the difference between the auto-
matically obtained year of the photo and the birth year of
the person. This estimated age is manually verified during
the pair selection process.

3.3. Image preprocessing and reranking

We aim to create a visual prototype for each identity in
order to guide manual pair verification. Face detection is ap-
plied to all downloaded images using MTCNN [38]. Then,
features are extracted for the detected faces using the ir50
model from [39] and L2-normalized. Third, a mean ID fea-
ture is computed from the first 10 images returned by Bing
in which only one face was detected. This condition is nec-
essary because it is initially impossible to know which one
of the several faces in an image is relevant. We assume that
the top Bing results are on average more relevant than the
following ones. Finally, all images of the identity are com-
pared with the mean representation. In parallel, a similarity
matrix is computed among all the identities of the dataset
using the mean representations made of top-10 ranked im-
ages. This matrix is exploited to create FaV CI2D vari-
ants used in the evaluation. Face features are also extracted
for reusable images of the identity and are compared to the
mean representations of all candidate identities. Only faces
that are closer to the current identity than to any other iden-
tity are retained for validation.

3.4. Validation of image pairs

This process is done in two steps. An interface is cre-
ated to select genuine pairs (see the interface in the supple-
mentary material). A first annotator is instructed to select
two of the reusable images which are relevant for the tar-
get identity. Feedback is provided in the interface about
the difference of age for the pairs which were already se-
lected. Whenever several reusable images are available, the
selection of candidates is guided by two related criteria: (1)
the faces should be visually different and (2) the age dif-
ference should belong to one of the underrepresented bins
is favored. Age difference is important insofar the faces
change over time, but was not studied previously. A second
interface is created for further verification of pairs. Genuine
pairs selected during the first step are checked by two more
annotators. They are kept only if both agree that the faces
represent the same person. The verification of challenging
imposters is also done by three annotators to ensure that im-
ages of the same ID were not mistakenly kept in the pair.



3.5. FaVCI2D characteristics

The proposed dataset includes identities from 153 coun-
tries. 30 countries of the initial 183 were excluded because
they are heavily underrepresented. The distribution of gen-
uine identities for different countries is provided in the sup-
plementary material. The total number of unique IDs is
52,411, with 12,468 of them being used in genuine pairs.
The total number of images is 64,879, with two images for
IDs from genuine pairs and one for the imposter-only IDs.
The complete versions of FaV CI2D, created with random
and challenging imposter selection, include a total of 24,936
pairs divided equally between the two types of pairs.

We target a balanced gender and geographic distribution.
It was possible to obtain enough pairs for America, Asia
and Europe but not for Africa. The dataset includes 3,708
genuine pairs, 50% female - 50% male, for each of the first
three regions and 1,344 for Africa, 23.3% female - 76.7%
male. The gender distribution of IDs in the entire dataset
is 44% female - 56% male, which is the closest we can get
with reusable resources to a perfect balance.

Age-related information was found for 6,535 out of a to-
tal of 12,468 genuine pairs. The distribution of ages at the
moment when the photo was taken is: 17% for 18-25 years
old; 27% for 26 - 35; 18% for 36-45; 15% for 46-55; 12%
for 56-65; 7% for 66-75 and 4% for 76 and over. The dis-
tribution of age difference (in years) between two photos in
genuine pairs is 18.5% for the same age, 29.5% for 1 and 2,
23% between 3 and 5; 17% between 6 and 10; and 12 for
more than years. While relatively imbalanced the two age-
related distributions, they include enough examples in each
range to run an age-oriented analysis of verification results.

Model Training Data LFW YTF
insightface MS-Celeb1M-ArcFace 99.87 (99.80+) 97.94
ir152 MS-Celeb1M 99.76 (99.80) 97.50
seqface MS-Celeb1M + Celeb-Seq 99.80 (99.80) 98.00 (98.00)
vgg MS-Celeb1M + VGGFace2 99.40 96.78
facenet VGGFace2 99.55 95.12

Table 2. Accuracy (%) of feature extractors on LFW and YTF.

4. Experimental Validation
Different variants of our dataset are tested depending

on the objective of each experiment. The number of gen-
uine and imposter pairs is balanced in all configurations. A
thorough evaluation of five state-of-the-art face verification
models is proposed. First, these feature extractors are eval-
uated on two existing datasets. Second, we compare the be-
havior of these models using challenging/random imposters
and a variable size of the pool of imposter IDs. Third, we
examine the relation between accuracy and gender. Fourth,
we compare the results obtained for 20 countries from four
major regions of the world. Finally, we present results ob-
tained for different age ranges and age differences.

4.1. Evaluation with existing datasets

The following models were used in experiments: insight-
face [9], based on ResNet-150, trained on MS-Celeb1M
dataset using ArcFace loss; ir152 [39], based on ResNet-
152, trained on MS-Celeb1M dataset using Focal loss; se-
qface [17], based on ResNet-27 trained on MS-Celeb1M
using the L2-SphereFace loss and fine-tuned on Celeb-Seq
dataset; vgg [7], based on SE-ResNet-50 trained on MS-
Celeb1M dataset and fine-tuned on VGGFace2 dataset us-
ing Softmax loss; facenet [30], based on Inception ResNet,
trained on VGGFace2 dataset using SoftMax loss.

In Table 2, we present the results obtained with the five
models on LFW [21] and YTF [37]. When available, the
original model performance is reported in parenthesis. The
results reproduced here are coherent with the original ones.
This finding validates the fact that the feature extractors are
configured correctly and their further comparison is fair.

4.2. Influence of imposter selection

In Table 3, we present the accuracy of feature extractors
in different configurations of imposter pair selection. The
similarity between IDs that form imposter pairs is varied
between 1 (usage of the most similar imposter ID) to ran-
dom, the usual verification scenario. The size of the pool
of IDs from which imposters are selected is varied between
1,000 and 52,410, the total number of IDs in FaV CI2D.
Globally, the best performance is obtained with insightface
and the lowest with facenet. The use of challenging pairs
reduces performance quite significantly. insightface is the
only method whose accuracy is above 90% in the most chal-
lenging settings, i.e., most similar imposter ID and largest
pool of imposters. The use of challenging pairs allows a
better separability compared to a random selection of im-
posters. When an entire pool of imposters is used, per-
formance with random selection only varies from 97.64%
(ir152) to 98.82% (insightface). The corresponding varia-
tion for the most challenging setting (Similar = 1) is from
82.61% (facenet) to 95.75% (insightface).

The imposter pool size has virtually no influence for ran-
dom selection of imposters. This result indicates that very
large distractor sets, such as proposed in Megaface [19] or
Trillion Pairs [3], are useless in the random configuration.
Inversely, the imposter pool size influences performance
when similar imposters are used. The fact that performance
is reduced between 30,000 and 52,410 imposter IDs indi-
cates that an even larger number of unique IDs would have
been useful in FaV CI2D. However, the performance drop
tends to reduce when increasing the imposter pool size.
Consequently, the dataset provides a usable approximation
of the very large-scale performance of the tested models.

These findings confirm that face verification is still an
open research problem, especially when challenging im-
poster pairs are presented to the system. It would be inter-



Model Similar = 1
Imposter pool size

Similar = 10
Imposter pool size

Similar = 100
Imposter pool size

Similar = random
Imposter pool size

1000 5000 10000 30000 52410 1000 5000 10000 30000 52410 1000 5000 10000 30000 52410 1000 5000 10000 30000 52410

insightface
97.37
± 0.03

96.76
± 0.04

96.56
± 0.03

96.07
± 0.03

95.75
± 0.0

98.04
± 0.02

97.58
± 0.05

97.34
± 0.02

96.89
± 0.05

96.64
± 0.0

98.62
± 0.02

98.22
± 0.01

98.05
± 0.03

97.77
± 0.05

97.50
± 0.0

98.81
± 0.02

98.78
± 0.01

98.82
± 0.01

98.81
± 0.03

98.82
± 0.0

ir152
93.62
± 0.03

92.10
± 0.07

91.36
± 0.05

90.08
± 0.04

89.48
± 0.0

95.52
± 0.05

94.11
± 0.08

93.43
± 0.15

92.33
± 0.05

91.84
± 0.0

97.17
± 0.02

96.13
± 0.07

95.54
± 0.02

94.64
± 0.05

94.00
± 0.0

97.65
± 0.03

97.66
± 0.03

97.65
± 0.03

97.63
± 0.04

97.64
± 0.0

seqface
91.73
± 0.15

89.46
± 0.15

88.47
± 0.16

86.65
± 0.17

85.61
± 0.0

94.58
± 0.08

92.37
± 0.11

91.31
± 0.14

89.76
± 0.16

88.99
± 0.0

97.18
± 0.06

95.55
± 0.02

94.56
± 0.10

93.04
± 0.10

92.28
± 0.0

98.04
± 0.03

98.03
± 0.04

98.00
± 0.04

97.94
± 0.02

98.06
± 0.0

vgg
91.52
± 0.15

89.01
± 0.13

87.79
± 0.08

86.00
± 0.11

85.28
± 0.0

94.44
± 0.10

92.13
± 0.07

90.89
± 0.17

89.19
± 0.10

88.29
± 0.0

97.27
± 0.09

95.33
± 0.08

94.44
± 0.07

92.85
± 0.07

91.92
± 0.0

98.37
± 0.04

98.35
± 0.06

98.31
± 0.05

98.32
± 0.06

98.42
± 0.0

facenet
89.74
± 0.14

86.90
± 0.12

85.44
± 0.13

83.48
± 0.08

82.61
± 0.00

93.51
± 0.09

90.39
± 0.04

89.13
± 0.11

87.07
± 0.12

86.06
± 0.0

97.13
± 0.05

94.79
± 0.08

93.52
± 0.12

91.28
± 0.07

90.11
± 0.00

98.37
± 0.07

98.37
± 0.06

98.36
± 0.06

98.36
± 0.06

98.39
± 0.0

Table 3. Verification accuracy with different models and configurations. “Similar” gives the position of the imposter identity in the ranked
list of similar identities w.r.t. the reference identity in each imposter pair. The smaller this number is, the more challenging verification
will be. “Random” is the classical configuration in which imposters are selected randomly. “Imposter pool size” gives the number of
unique identities among which an imposter can be selected. The higher this number is, the more challenging the verification will be. Each
configuration was run five times and the average accuracy and associated standard deviation are reported.

Model Sim. = 1 Sim. = 10 Sim. = 100 Sim. = random
F M F M F M F M

insightface 95.14 96.30 96.17 97.06 97.26 97.72 98.93 98.73
ir152 88.38 90.47 90.69 92.87 93.34 94.59 97.52 97.76

seqface 84.69 86.43 88.05 89.83 91.51 92.96 98.12 98.00
vgg 84.34 86.12 86.98 89.46 90.94 92.79 98.31 98.52

facenet 81.64 83.47 85.21 86.82 89.69 90.49 98.39 98.39

Table 4. Verification accuracy for gender with 52,410 imposters.

esting to use an even larger imposter pool to measure how
much of a further performance drop is observed in chal-
lenging configurations. However, a larger the number of
imposters would come at the cost of significantly increas-
ing the demographic imbalance of the dataset.

We run an ablation experiment to estimate the influence
of unique IDs count in FAV CI2D. We remove 50% and
25% of IDs and test feature extractors with Similar = 1
from 52410 imposters. Five random samplings are used and
accuracy is averaged. The obtained results, detailed in the
supp. material, are well aligned with those of the full dataset
from Table 3. The maximum differences are observed for
vgg and reach 0.25% (85.03 for 50% ablation vs 85.28%
for the full dataset) and 0.09% (85.19% for 25% ablation vs
85.28%). This indicates that unique IDs count is sufficient
for a global evaluation of performance. However, an enrich-
ment of the dataset remains interesting for the evaluation of
different demographic segments.

4.3. Influence of gender

The results from Table 4 indicate that accuracy is glob-
ally lower for female face verification. The performance
gap between genders is larger when more similar faces are
used as imposters. We note that there is virtually no differ-
ence for random imposter selection. Female pairs are rec-
ognized marginally better for insightface and seqface, while
the opposite is true for ir152 and vgg. The gap is largest for
vgg and facenet, reflecting gender distribution imbalance
from the face recognition datasets used for training the fea-
ture extractors. VGGFace2 [7] has stronger gender imbal-
ance compared to MS-CELEB1M [14]. These datasets in-
clude fewer female than male identities. Also, male identi-

ties have a larger average number of images associated with
them. It would be interesting to verify if gender bias sub-
sists for a feature extractor trained with a gender-balanced
dataset. This question should be carefully studied by future
face verification but is beyond the immediate scope here.

4.4. Influence of origin

We present results obtained for countries of origin in Ta-
ble 5. Mirroring the results from Table 3, the differences
between methods are higher for challenging imposters. A
more meaningful comparison of feature extractors can be
made with challenging imposters. Insightface is best for all
countries with challenging imposters. The average perfor-
mance is best for Europe, followed by America, Asia and
Africa. These results reflect the structure of the underly-
ing face recognition datasets which are biased toward Eu-
rope and North America. A stronger under-representation
of some Asian countries seems to occur in VGGFace2 [7]
compared to MS-CELEB1M [14], since results for Asia are
lower for vgg and facenet, the two VGGFace2-based mod-
els. Performance for American countries often sits between
that for Europe and those for Asian and African countries.
This is interesting insofar American countries include an
important mix of populations from other continents.

Within each region, there can be important differences
between countries from the same region, even when their
inhabitants would be grouped in the same “race” category
in other verification datasets, such as RFW [36] or Fair-
Face [18]. This is, for instance, the case for Nigeria and
Ghana in Africa or Mexico and Argentina in America and
Japan and China in Asia. The use of country also provides
interesting insights into which countries are most under-
represented in face recognition datasets used to create the
feature extractors. For instance, performance is low for
Tunisia, Japan and South Korea for all extractors tested.

Globally, the analysis presented in Table 5 comforts our
choice to use the country as a proxy for origin rather than
race or skin color which were used previously. It also pro-
vides more support to the relevance of using challenging
imposters instead of random ones in face verification.
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insightface 1 95.65 95.27 93.35 93.23 92.40 95.97 96.21 95.78 97.01 95.51 96.26 93.04 93.75 95.67 95.13 97.17 97.51 97.03 96.80 97.92
random 97.90 98.56 96.84 98.79 94.11 98.81 98.55 98.84 99.25 100.0 98.84 98.69 99.00 98.63 99.17 99.40 99.66 99.31 99.96 99.48

ir152 1 84.35 87.03 89.06 85.47 84.64 90.38 89.15 88.98 86.56 83.33 91.53 84.21 86.29 89.19 88.86 91.81 91.89 90.71 91.97 92.88
random 97.72 98.14 95.36 98.46 93.70 97.67 97.40 98.37 97.59 96.77 98.06 96.31 96.84 97.60 97.52 98.35 98.69 98.56 98.19 98.77

seqface 1 78.05 86.28 80.29 84.73 79.73 86.47 86.02 87.22 82.17 81.89 88.67 81.40 82.42 83.77 83.34 87.38 87.83 87.97 86.64 88.30
random 98.18 98.93 95.47 100.0 95.83 97.97 97.71 97.26 97.01 97.84 98.44 97.63 98.07 97.94 99.44 98.45 98.52 98.17 98.94 97.96

vgg 1 81.75 82.88 83.90 84.73 77.94 86.17 84.75 86.06 89.38 82.88 87.30 80.87 78.78 85.21 84.19 85.30 87.62 89.13 85.80 87.79
random 98.65 98.43 97.88 99.19 95.83 98.35 97.85 98.33 99.17 98.65 98.58 97.87 98.26 98.19 99.33 98.45 98.70 99.02 99.13 99.39

facenet 1 77.54 80.88 84.82 80.32 79.41 83.04 82.16 83.14 82.75 79.65 84.66 77.45 76.77 82.51 81.64 83.33 85.36 87.22 82.24 86.14
random 98.79 99.11 96.50 98.79 97.38 98.20 97.86 97.54 98.75 99.91 98.74 97.78 98.37 98.12 99.20 98.68 98.85 99.29 97.81 98.90

Table 5. Verification accuracy for country of origin. The five countries with most representatives in the dataset are presented for each major
region included in the dataset. Results are reported for an imposter pool size of 52,410.

Model Sim. 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76-100

insightface
1 95.47 96.49 96.74 97.19 97.77 97.69 96.42

random 98.82 99.19 99.16 98.96 99.25 98.98 99.28

ir152
1 86.84 90.30 92.31 92.99 93.77 94.00 93.57

random 97.14 97.73 97.99 98.60 98.98 98.58 98.66

seqface
1 84.34 86.42 88.85 89.66 91.37 89.18 87.92

random 97.74 98.20 97.95 98.75 99.03 98.51 98.73

vgg
1 85.97 87.27 88.43 88.63 88.33 86.43 83.43

random 98.66 98.54 98.69 98.94 99.09 98.58 99.03

facenet
1 82.51 84.16 85.44 86.63 87.25 82.91 80.25

random 98.70 98.48 98.34 98.88 99.06 98.09 98.63

Table 6. Verification accuracy for age ranges for 52,410 imposters.

Model Sim. 0 1-2 3-5 6-10 10+

insightface
1 97.24 97.10 96.59 96.40 95.40

random 98.96 99.29 99.05 99.04 98.85

ir152
1 91.76 91.23 90.91 91.40 90.82

random 98.25 98.21 97.71 98.16 97.80

seqface
1 89.42 88.74 86.91 87.59 84.77

random 98.41 98.53 98.21 98.31 97.77

vgg
1 90.77 88.34 87.17 85.99 80.97

random 99.13 99.06 98.60 98.56 97.86

facenet
1 89.56 86.16 83.76 82.77 77.40

random 99.11 98.98 98.46 98.37 97.41

Table 7. Accuracy for age difference ranges with 52,410 imposters.

4.5. Influence of age

Two criteria are used here. Table 6 illustrates the influ-
ence of the mean age of faces from genuine pairs. Again,
the comparison of results for challenging imposters is more
meaningful since differences between age ranges are higher.
insightface and ir152 provide rather stable results across
age ranges. Larger differences are observed for the other
methods. Low performance is obtained for IDs at the two
ends of the age spectrum (18-25 and 76-100) which are
likely to be under-represented in the face recognition mod-
els used. It would be useful to focus on including persons
from the extreme age ranges in the underlying face recogni-
tion datasets in order to reduce age-related bias.

Table 7 illustrates the influence of age difference in gen-
uine pairs. Results for challenging imposters show an in-
verse correlation between increasing age difference and per-
formance. Similar to age, the most stable results are ob-
tained for insightface and ir152. Larger drops with increas-
ing age difference are observed for vgg and facenet, while
seqface sits in the middle. Differences between models are
at least in part due to the underlying datasets, with MS-

CELEB1M providing stabler discriminatory power across
age difference ranges compared to VGGFace2.

5. Conclusions

We first provided a detailed analysis of face verification
datasets which highlights their merits and limitations. We
gave attention to legal and ethical aspects which are often
discussed only marginally. Compliance with such aspects
should contribute to better public acceptance of face verifi-
cation and avoid controversies that led to the withdrawal of
datasets such as MS-CELEB1M, MegaFace and DiF.

This analysis led to the introduction of FaV CI2D
whose objective is to mitigate, to the extent possible, the
limitations of existing datasets while preserving much of
their qualities. Focus is put on ensuring wide demographic
coverage and on including challenging genuine and im-
poster pairs. Demographic diversity and balance are ob-
tained for most, but not all of the countries. This situation
is due to the fact that raw input data are strongly biased to-
ward some regions of the world. However, the demographic
spread, balance and level of detail in FaV CI2D is better
than that of existing face verification datasets.

Finally, we proposed a fine-grained performance analy-
sis with five deep face recognition models. The evaluation
shows that model comparison is more meaningful when us-
ing challenging imposter pairs. It also provides interesting
insights related to steps needed in order to build a fair face
verification process. A wide majority of observed biases are
actually due to demographically imbalanced training data
used to create face recognition models. Beyond its direct
use in verification, the proposed dataset could be used dur-
ing the constitution of future recognition datasets in order
to better calibrate them in terms of demographic coverage.
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